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UNSTABLE ELEMENTS RELATED TO THE STABLE HOMOTOPY 
OF PROJECTIVE SPACES 

BY MITSUNORI IMAOKA 

1. Introduction 

Calculations of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences for the stable 
homotopy groups of the complex or quaternionic projective spaces are found 
in [12],[7] and so on. Differentials in such spectral sequences represent much 
information on the stable homotopy of the projective spaces, and they are 
closely related to the transfer maps developed largely by Knapp [6]. In this 
paper, I will show that the differentials have a meaning also in the unstable 
homotopy groups of spheres. 

Let H*(CPco;z) = Z{b1,b2, .. . } be the homology of the romplex projec
tive space, where bi E H2i(CPco;z) is the generator. Then, in the Atiyah
Hirzebruch spectral sequence Etj = Hi(CPco;z) ® 1rj(S0) • 1r1t+iCP00

), a 

differential dr : Etj --+ Ei[n-r)j+ 2r-l defined on the 2r-term has the form 

(A) dr[bn ® a:] = [bn-r ® ,B] for a: E 1rj(S 0) and (3 E 1rj+2r-l (S0). 

Our result can be stated as follows, in which H : 1ri(S2k) --+ 11"i(S4k- 1) and 
P : 1ri+2( s 4k- l) --+ 71"i ( s2k- l) are the homomorphisms representing the Hopf 
invariant and the Whitehead product respectively in the EHP-sequence: 

THEOREM (I) Whenever the relation (A) occurs, 

(1) we have an element I E 7rj+4n-2r+2(S 2(n-r+l)), for O ~ j ~ 4n - 6r + 1, 
satisfying H(,) = /3 and :E2r-l, = P(o:4n+3), and 

(2) the Whitehead product [ts, f3s] is equal to O for O ~ j ~ 2n - 4r and 
s = 2( n - r) + 1, 

where o:t E 11"j+t(St), ,Bs E 7rj+2r+s-1(Ss) and ts E 7rs(Ss) are the desuspen
sions of a:, ,Bin (A) and a generator t E 1r0(S0) respectively. 

We will show a more general result in Theorem (2) and Corollary (3), which 
include results for the quaternionic projective space HP 00 and the quater
nionic quasi-projective space Qco. The basic idea is to use desuspensions of 
the transfer maps roncerning the projective spaces, which generalizes the 
use of the J-homomorphisms. We treated some related results in [3]. 

For the real projective spaces, this sort of study has already been done 
extensively by Mahowald [8] and Toda [14], and it has given some important 
parts in the James exact sequence. In a sense, our discussion is a complex 
or quaternionic version of their methods, and has some aspect, as is seen in 
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the excellent work of Milgram [10], of the unstable homotopy from the stable 
point of view. 

In §2 we treat desuspensions of the transfer maps for projective spaces, 
and prove Theorem (1) which is the key to our procedure. We show our main 
results Theorem (2) and Corollary (3) in §3, and give some examples in §4. 

2. Desuspensions of transfer maps 

First, we prepare some notation about projective spaces. Let C or H be 
the field of the complex or quaternionic numbers, and put (F,d) = (C, 2) or 
(H, 4) respectively. By the definition of the F -projective space FPm, we have 
a principal sd-l bundle sd(m+l)-l -+ FPm and denote it by f Associated 
to {, we have a canonical F -line bundle e, and a ( d - 1) dimensional real 
vector bundle ( defined by the adjoint representation of sd- l, which satisfies 
e 0F e* == ( EB 1. For the Thom space (FPn-lyx of a = ld-1 or(, we put 
QPn = (FPn-l)a forn ~ 1. Thus, byQPn wemeanEd-lFp~-l orthequasi
projective space Qn over F respectively. In both cases, dim QPn = dn - 1. Let 
QP1 = QPn and QP::i = QPn /Qpm-l for n ~ m ~ 2. Then, by [1], we have 
a homeomorphism 
(2.1) QP:; ~ (FPn-mrxEB(m-l)e. 

LetMn(F) be the order of J(e) in the J-group J(Fpn- 1). Then, by (1.1) we 
have a stable homotopy equivalence QPf++ff ~s EdM (FPn-iyxEB(i- l)e for any 
positive integer M satisfying M = 0 mod Mn-i+1(F). Thus, the attaching 

map 8 in the cofiber sequence QP'J/M -+ QP~!tf ~ sdM is considered as a 

stablemap,n: QPn-+ s 0, and thecofiberC(,n) ofrn isidentifiedasC(,n) ~s 
E(FPnyx-f.. Tn is natural for n, that is, for the inclusion i : Qpn-l -+ QPn, 
we have Tn o i ~s 'n-1· By Knapp [6], it is shown that Tn is stably homotopic 
to the transfer map defined on the principal bundle { Thus we call Tn the 
transfer map. 

By the suspension theorem, there is a desuspension 

of Tn. We also denote by fn its adjoint map EiQpn -+ n,dn-isdn for O ::; 
i ::; dn. Then the homotopy class of Efn : Edn+lQpn -+ sdn+l is uniquely 
determined by the stable homotopy class of Tn. 

Let Ek : n,i~-+ o,i+k~+k be the canonical inclusion, and 

be the fiber sequence called the EHP-sequence, which we will comment on 
later. Then the purpose of this section is to show the following: 
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THEOREM (1) 

(1) For the transfer map Tn, there is a desuspension fn : QPn -+ o,dngdn 
which satisfies Ho Tn ~ Edn op : QPn-+ n,dng2dn-l, where p: QPn-+ 
gdn-l is the collapsing map "to the "top cell. 

(2) For any desuspension Tn of Tn, we liave P oEd(n+l)+l ~Ed-lo fn o </Jn: 
gd(n+l)-2-+ n,d(n+l)-lgd(n+l)-1, where 'Pn : gd(n+l)-2-+ QPn is {he 
attaching map of the top cell of Qpn+ 1. 

We recall the definitionoftheEHP-sequence. Let (S2i+1)00 be the reduced 
product complex of s 2i+ 1. Then (S2i+ 1)00 is homotopy equivalent to os2i+ 2, 
and there is a mapH: ((S 2i+ 1)00 ,S 2i+ 1)-+ (S4i+2)_00 call~d theJames-~ot 
invariant, whichgivesanisomorphismH*: 1ri(OS~+2,s2i+ 1)-+ 1ri+1(S'V+ ) 
(cf.[14]). Converting H into a fiber map, we get the EHP--sequence as in (1.2). 
Ek : n,isi -+ n,i+kgi+k corresponds to a suspension, and P : n,i+2s4i+ 3 -+ 
n,is 2i+ 1 is related to the Whitehead product under some conditions. 

Theorem (1) is a special case of the next situation. Let K be a (2n - 1)
dimensional CW -complex with one top cell, p : K -+ s2n- l the collapsing 
map to the top cell, and f : K -+ s0 a stable map. We further assume that 

(2.3) H2n_ 1(K;Z) ~ Z and f* = 0: Ho(K;Z/2)-+ H 0(S 0;Z/2). 

In Theorem (1), K means QPn and/ means Tn, By the suspension theorem, 
we have a desuspension f : K -+ n,2ng2n off, which corresponds to fn in 
Theorem (1). We denote the homotopy class of a map g by fg] and the set of 
homotopy classes of maps from X to Y by [X, Y]. 

Let lo : K-+ n,2ng2n be one of the desuspensions off. Then, concerning 
the homomorphism H* : [K, n2ns2n] -+ [K, n2ng 4n-l], the following lemma 

·. is easily shown by the fact that H* o P*(t4n+l) ~ ±2t4n-1 for the generator 
Li E 1ri(Si) (see [14;Prop.2.7]). 

LEMMA(2.4) ThesetofH*(ff])foralldesuspensionsf: K-+ n,2ng2n off is 
equal toH*(ffo])+2[K, n,2ng4n-l], where the group structureof[K, n,2ns4n- 1]· 
is the usual one. 

Since p* : [s2n-l, n,2ng4n-l] -+ [K, n,2ng4n-:] is an isomorphism by th_e 
assumption (2.3), there is a unique integer d(f), for each desuspension f, 
satisfying 
(2.5) p*(d(f)E 2n) = H*([f]). 

Let H2[f] E Z/2 be the mod 2 integer of d(f). Then, by Lemma (2.4), H2[f] 
depends only on the stable homotopy class off, and the following is clear: 

LEMMA (2.6) If H21f] = 1, then there is a desuspension j : K -+ 02n.s2n 
which satisfies H o j ~ E2n op. 
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Let C(f) be the cofiber of/, and l E iI 0(C(f);Z/2) ~ Z/2 the generator. 
Then we have the following: 

PROPOSITION (2.7) lfSq2nl -:p 0 in H2n(C(f);Z/2), then H2[f] = 1. 

Proof Suppose that H2[f] = 0. Then there is a desuspension f with 
H* [f] = 0 by Lemma (2.4). Then, by the ERP-sequence we have a desuspen
sion g: :E2n-lK - s2n-l off, andacanonicalisomorphismfii(C(f);Z/2) ~ 
fii+2n- 1(C(g);Z/2), where C(g) denotes the cofiber of g. To the generator 
lg E fI2n-1( C (g); Z /2) ~ Z /2, we have Sq2n lg = 0, and it implies Sq2n l = 0 
via the above isomorphism. This contradicts the assumption, and we have 
the desired result. 

Proof of Theorem (1) Let a= ld-l or ( over FPn as before. To prove (1), it 
is sufficient to show that Sqdnu -:p O for the Thom class U E fI- 1((FPn)a-e; 
Z/2) ofo-l, by Lemma l.6andProposition 1.7, becauseC(,n) '.::::'.s :E(FPn)a-e 
as mentioned above. But Sqdnu = Uwdn(a - e) = Uwdn(-l) = Ux!'--:p 0, 
where wdn and x are the dn-th Stiefel-Whitney class and the mod 2 Euler 
class of l respectively. Thus we have (1), and the integer d( rk) as in (2.5) is 
always odd for any desuspension fk : QPk - o_dksdk of 'k. Then we have the 
following diagram which is homotopy commutative up to sign: 

QPn QPn+l 
p 

sm-1 <Pn 

Er g 'n+l d(rn+1)Em 

E H p 
o_m-lsm-1 0,msm n,ms2m-1 _ n,m-2sm-1, 

where g =Ed-lo fn and m = d(n + 1). Thus, from the right square in the 
diagram, we have ±d(rn+i)PoEm+l '.::::'.Ed-lorn o <Pn : sm-2-+ n,m-lsm-1. 

But [PoEm+l] = [lm-1, lm-1] is oforder 2 and d(fn+l) is odd. Hence we have 
(2). 

3. Main theorem 

Let QP:Ji be the stunted projective space as in ( 1.1), and Os : QP;+ 1 -+ :EQPs 

the attaching map. For the collapsing map p : QPs -+ sds- l to the top cell, 
we put o = :Ep o Os: QP;+l-+ sds. 

Now we consider the composition tn = fn o On : :Edn-2QP~+l -+ n,sdn 

and its induced homomorphism r = (tn)* : 1rk(:Edn-2QP~+1) -+ 1rk+i(Sdn), 
where Tn : :Edn-lQpn -+ nsdn is the desuspension of Tn given in Theorem 
1 (1). For a class w E 1rk(:Edn-2QP~+1), we put ti = p*(w) E 1rk(Sd(n+L)-3) 

and p = o*(w) E 1rk(s2dn-2). Let Hand Palso denote the homomorphisms, 
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between unstable homotopy groups, induced from the maps H and P in (2.2) 
respectively. Then, by Theorem (1), we have the following: 

PROPOSITION (3.1) For any w E 1Tk(Edn-2QP~+1), we have H(r(w)) = Ejj 

and Em- 3r(w) = P(Emci), where m = d(l-n) + 2. 

Proof. Since (Ho rnh = (E op)* by Theorem 1 (1), we have H(r(w)) = 
(E o 8)*(w) = E/3, which gives the first equality. Next, consider the following 
diagram: 

~Fpn - nFd(l-n-1) 
Edn-lQpl-1 ~ gm-d-lsd(l-1)_ 

Tn 

The right square is homotopy commutative, since we have a stable equiv
alence Tz_ 1 o i ~s Tn as remarked in §2. The middle square is homotopy 
commutative by the naturality of the cofiberings, and so is the left square by 
the definition of ci. By Theorem 1 (2), we have Ed-Io rz-1 o 'Pl-1 ~Po Em : 
sd(n+l)- 3 -+ gm- 2sdl-l_ Hence we have Em- 3r(w) = P(Emci), which is the 
second required equality. 

Now we consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence 

(3.2) Elj = iii(QP 00 ;R) © 1rj(S0
) ==> 1rf+j(QP00

) ©R, 

where R is Z or Z<p) for a prime p. We denote the differential in dr-terms by 

dr. Edr Edr 
· ij --+ i-dr j+dr-1 · 

The homology group H*(QP 00 ;R) is a free abelian group with basis {bi E 

fid(i+l)-1(QP
00 ;R) Ii ~ O}. We denote by [bi© a] an element of E~(i+l)-lj 

given by bi© a E Ej(i+l)-lj which persists to the dr-term. 

. As in §2, ~r (F) d~notes the order of J ( ef in the J -group J (FPr- l ), where e 
IS the canomcal F -lme bundle over FPr- . Thus we have a stable homotopy 
equivalence QPZ!::i ~s EdkQPJ:i if n - m ~ r - 1 and k = 0 mod Mr(F), by 
(2.1). 

Now we consider a relation 

(3.3) dr[bn © a] = [bn-r © /3] for a E 1rj(S0
) and /3 E 1rj+dr-l (S 0

) 

in the spectral sequence (3.2). We remark that, by the suspension theorem, a 
(resp. /3) has a unique desuspension ai E 1Ti+j(Si) (resp. /3i E 1ri+j+dr-1(Si)) 
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ifj :::; i - 2 (resp. j :::; i - dr - 1). Then by Proposition (3.1) we have the 
following main theorem. 

THEOREM (2) Whenever a relation (3.3) occurs, there exists an element I E 
1rj+d(2t-r)-2(Sd(t-r)) which satisfies 

H(,) = /3 and 

Here, t = k + n + 1 for any non negative integer k with k = 0 mod Mr(F), 
0 :Sj:::; d(2J: - 3r) - 3, and H( 1 ) is regarded as an element of 1rJ+dr-l (S 0). 

Proof. By the definition of the differential dr, the relation (3.3) implies th~t 
there is an element w E 1rJ+dt-l(QPLr+l) satisfyingp*(w) = a and 8*(w) ~ 
{3. By the suspension theorem, ifj :S d(2t-3r)-3, then each of the elements 
w, a and /3 has a unique desuspension w E 7rJ+d(2t-r)~3(:Ed(t-r)- 2QPLr+i), 
ad(2t-r)-3 and f3'kl(t-r)-2 respectively. Thus, 1 = f(w) satisfies the required 
properties by Proposition (3.1), and we have the desired result. 

COROLLARY (3) Under the same assumptions and not,ations as in Theorem 
(2), 

(1) if f :S dt - 3 moreover, then Edr-l'Y = [tdt-l,<l'dt-1]; 

(2) ifj:::; d(t- 2r)- 2 moreover, then [td(t-r)-i,§d(t-r)-1] = 0, 

where [ , ] denotes the Whitehead product. 

Proof. It is known that the formula P(Ei+ 20) = [ti, E0] holds for 0 E 
1rm(si-l) ifm:::; 2i- 3 (cf.[15;XII Cor 2.5]). Thus (1) follows from the second 
equality in Theorem (2) under the additional condition. By the first equality 
in Theorem (2) and the EHP-sequence, we have P(f3'kl(t-r)-l) = 0. Then, 
applying the above formula, we also have (2). · · 

Theorem (I) in the introduction follows from Theorem (2) and Corollary 3 
(2) by taking the case of (F, d) = (C, 2) and k = 0. 

4. Some examples 

We will illustrate some concrete cases derived from known differentials in 
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences. 

Let v E 1r3(S 0) ~ Z/24 and u E 1r7(S 0) ~ Z/240 be the respective gen
erators. Then the cell structure of the quaternionic projective space HPn is 
represented as S4 Uv e8 U2v ... Ucn-l)v e4n. Thus, in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 

spectral sequence E;,s = Hr(HP 00 ;Z) ® 1r!(S0) • 1r!(HP 00
), we have the 

following, just by the definition of the Toda bracket< , , > [14]. 

LEMMA (4.1) Let a E 1rj(So). 

(1) [bn ® a] E E!nj if and only if (n - l)va = 0. 
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(2)/f an equality d 2[bn ® a] = [bn-2 ® ,B] holds, then f3 E< (n - 2)v, (n -
l)v,a >. 

(3) If (n - l)va = 0 and <rn = 0, then d 2[bn ® a] = [bn-2 ® /3] for any 
/3 E< (n - 2)v, (n - l)v, a >. 

Thus we apply Theorem (2) to these differentials, and have the following. 

COROLLARY ( 4.2) Let O ~ j ~ Bn - 19 and n ~ 3. Then, for any a E -irj ( s0) 

with (n - l)va = 0, there is an element 1 E 1rJ+sn_2(S4(n-l)) which satisfies 

H(,) E< (n - 2)v, (n - l)v, a >C 1rJ+7(S 0) and r/, = P(aBn+1). 

Of course, analogous results hold with respect to the quaternionic quasi
projective space Q00 , in which case n must be replaced by n + 1 in the above 
result. As for the complex projective space CP00

, the calculations by Mosher 
([12] etc.) give many corresponding results. 

Morisugi [11] proved that Mahowald's elements [9] T/j E 1r;(s 0) for j ~ 3 

are all in the image of the S 3-transfer map rn : Qn -+ s 0 . His result 
means that, in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence E;,s = Hr( Q(X); Z) ® 

1r!(S0) • 1r!(Q<X>), a relation dr[bk+r-l ® TJ] = [bk-l ® TJj] holds for r = '2i-2 

and k = 0 modMr(H), where T/ E 1ri(S0) is the generator. Thus applying 
Theorem (2) to this, we have the following. 

COROLLARY(4.3)Letj ~ 3andputr = <j- 2. Then,foranyfositiveintegerk 
with k = 0 nwd Mr(H), we have an element 1 E 1rsk+4r-1 (S4 ) which satisfies 

H(,) = T/j and E4r-l, = P(TJ) 

where TJ E 1rs(k+r) ( sB(k+r)- l) is the generator. 

In [4;Theorem5], wedefinedanintegertn andanelementa(n) E ~n- 5(S 0) 

forn ~ 2, and proved thatdn- 1[bn®tn] = [b1 ®a(n)] in the spectral sequence 
for 1r!(HP 00

) as above. Thus, applying Theorem (2) and Corollary (3) to this 
relation, we have the following. 

COROLLARY (4.4) Assume that 2k ~ n - 4 ~ 0 and k = 0modMn-1(H). 
Then we have an element ,k E 1rsk+4n+10(S4k+8) such that H(,k) = a(n), 
E4n- 5,k = 0, and thus [t4k+7, a(n)4k+7J = 0. 

There is an analogous result from the quaternionic quasi-projective space 
by [ 4;Theorem I]. We can also get some results of this sort from Crabb
Knapp's work ([2] etc.) about the stable homotopy of the complex projective 
s~ces. 

Lastly, we remark that Theorem (1) (2) is a generalization of the well 
known formula of James-Whitehead [5]. Let J : G(n) -+ n,dnsdn, be the 
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J-map, and r : Qn -+ G(n) the reflection map for (G(n),d) = (U(n),2) 
or (Sp(n), 4). By Stolz [13], it is shown that r = J o r : Qn -+ o,dnsdn 

is stably homotopic to the sd- 1-transfer map Tn : Qn -+ s 0 . Thus, by 
Theorem (1), (2), we have the formula of James-Whitehead Ld- 1[r o ef>n] 

[ld(n+ 1)-1, ld(n+ 1)-ll • 
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